They were Dream World
(What will be they drop out?)
Children are of the dream world. They are go to school regularly .They don`t any think without
schooling and playing.SOHAYalways helped with the Slum children. SOHAY pick up the children from the
street, forchanges their life.SOHAY is a national, Non-government not profit social development
origination. SOHAY started in 2003 the number of the children
was 25. Most of the children’s parents’ housemaid, rickshaw
puller, vegetable seller, and day labor. Their economiccondition
is very low. They are first generation is learners and parents are
illiterate. SOHAY always awareness in the slum people the
benefit of the education.Now It aims how to change the
opinions of slums dwelling families on education and helps
children gain access to local government primary school.Most
number of the parents don`t know that the all primary
education is free.SOHAY believes that education change life and skill is livelihood.
SOHAY started only 25 student,it has increased day by day and now presentnumber of student 2101 in
2013.At first SOHAY started only one center, and one school but now SOHAY has become 16 center and
working the four government primary school.SOHAY children go to school regularly and after school
they come to the center for complete their school homework. Here they are not only studying, beside
they are practices song,dance,and sports .In this why they were interest come to the center and
school.They were trying up their life and to live a middle class.
SOHAY is relay grateful to the manusherjonno foundation for
this support to the SOHAY education programed.SOHAY`s
Finance very limited .It`s impossible for SOHAY to stand by the
side of such moment of slum student without helps them.
If SOHAY don`t help them, then will be stop their Study? Won`t
they go to school with groups?The dream world they will absurd
the darkness of the night .Thus their happy life will be end. Will
be stop their imaginary foot ware in the dreamworld?
Allah basses all slum children.

